
Pre Show  
Strong backlights on chairs along front edge of stage. Light angles and shadows parallel to floorboards. 
Maybe a slash of light on lockers  

Please Note:  
 
Arrows are colored red for 
visibility, not to suggest 
the color of the light 



I.1, I.2, I.3, I.5, II.1, II.5, II.8 - The Hut 
Light comes from overhead – looks like incandescent ceiling light 
Scoops of light on center of back wall of room 
Light through window from DSL 
Color in II.8 will be more vivid, heightened 

Window 

Overhead light 



I.4 - Lyon’s Studio 
Strong light through a window from DSR 
Warm, morning light, isolated on SL half of stage 

Window 



 I.6 - Rock Hall (Helen's) 
Begins with pool of light on cluster of chairs.  
Opens to interior light - otherworldly 
Focuses on men when looking at the Nicholson piece 

Light from Nicholson piece 

Pool of Light at beginning 

Interior Light 



I.7- Rock Hall Garden 
Exterior, sunlight through trees – Garden of Eden 
Patterns on stage and up back wall 

 
 

Tree Patterns 



I.8- Newcastle Station 
Night, on the platform – along DS edge of platform 
Strong, warm backlight, cool fill from sides and front 

 
 

Back light 



I.9 – Gallery 
Soft, wondrous light - Revelatory, Unearthly 
Coming from all directions 

 
 



I.10 - Tate Gallery 
Strong backlight on men in V Shape 
Silhouettes at first, faces becoming visible slowly 

 
 



Intermission 
Back light on assemblages of chairs SL & SR 
Like lighting sculptures in a museum 

 
 



II.2- Bensham Gatehead 
Light exposing the miners harshly 
Stark overhead, emanating from one point 
Like a boxing ring 

 
 



II.3 - Lecture Hall 
Light begins on Lyon DC 
Slowly opens to show men in line US 

 
 



II.6 - Laing Art Gallery 
Small room in Gallery, Men taking refuge 
Focused light with an overhead source 

 
 



II.7 - Edinburgh College of Art 
Bright sunny studio 
Window from UR 

 
 

Window 


